2004 ford 6.0

Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Ford F owners. The owner comments describe
problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder
head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. All of the typical
problems with the 6. You will be extremely wise to do your research on this engine before
buying into it! The head bolts stretched and the entire engine had to be rebuilt. Ford has a law
suit against contractor but that doesn't help our major out of pocket expense". This put coolant
in the intake. This blew the headgaskets. I had to rebuild the engine. Added oil to air heat
exchanger, bullet proof egr, studs, etc". It needed to be replaced". It was able to be cleaned and
not replaced. Mechanic said I needed to drive it harder once in a while to keep carbon from
building up? Replaced just this month with an aftermarket unit as Ford doesn't make quality
parts. Ford should have replaced with a quality new part free of charge. Will never buy another
Ford. Very very expensive repairs and considerable wait time for a qualified shop to work on
diagnose and repair. Ford dealership had wait time of 2 weeks to look at it. Went to independent
repair shop. EGR valve needs replaced often. EGR and Oil cooler needed replaced, Fuel
injection control module needed replaced". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master
cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Code C, no
power from ABS relay. Both fuses are good. Not yet finished with diagnosis so unsure as to
eventual cost. My mechanic isn't sure the fault code in the computer is correct so we're waining
for the light to come on and stay on". All brake fluid drained out. Was able to pull into a parking
lot, add enough brake fluid to get to repair shop Warped rotors". The intake manifold "coked"
up an had to be removed from the engine to clean". Subsystems oil cooler, egrcooler, etc too
many times to count". Engine would stop running at idle. Replaced EGR valve has stopped
symptoms so far". I am still driving with 7 injectors. Cylinder 1 injector circuit low". Paint fading,
chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. These
deteriorate very quickly in the AZ sun. Current paint on autos is designed to fail in sustained
sunlight with the heat and UV exposure. The entire vehicle is rusting away, frame and body.
Anyone that observes this vehicle is amazed at the extensive rust". Accessory belts and
pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. I figured it was due".
This is a well-documented series of failures in the Powerstroke 6. The fuel injection system on
this 6 liter diesel is run by a high pressure oil pump,so when the oil got low it quit running. You
should provide a means to respond on issues not listed in your categories , unless you don't
care to hear about any other issues. I also had to replace a fuel pump, an injector, and an IPR
valve for 2, dollars in the last 12 months. Known failure point on Ford for many years however
never a recall. Finally gave up on having gaskets replaced as they leak again within a few
months". This is the worse vehicle i have bought. Ive put more than 21k in problems on this
truck. Egr twice. This April the dealer installed another rebuilt unit because of leaks again. This
time the unit was under the 2 year Ford parts warranty and it was installed at no cost". Shocks
or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and
pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars,
bushings, electronic or air suspension. After putting in a can or two of power steering fluid I
took the truck to Midas and they changed the power steering pump. Power steering hose had
developed a small hole". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless
entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V
power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Finally died in May Replaced with
Duralast Gold. Battery size Takes two batteries. Using sealed batteries now. More expensive but
lasting better so far. It's way down in the guts of the engine so intake had to be removed. Very
expensive!!!!! This is due to location of sensor getting a lot of heat from engine. Late '04 moved
ICP for more reliable". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Also very expensive". I live in snow country. I am going to have to replace it before
next winter. Frame is also rusting badly. Again, this vehicle has very low mileage and has never
been involved with heavy work". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks.
Very frustrating. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or
solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Replaced wiring harnesses
inside transmission to correct problem". Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate,
hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible
top. It was repaired several times, but finally needed replacement". Bent drivers door forward

and torque damage to cowl area. Dealer fixed FREE but we still have a slight air leak you can
hear whistling at 65 mph on highway. Trailer ". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque
converter, clutch replacement. Then overheated the trans. Rebuilt with billed torq converter.
Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e.
Turn it back down and within seconds, it will blow your ears out. It does this constantly".
Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine
harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and
wires failure. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have
received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account
information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further
assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Ford F Change Vehicle.
The Super Duty won't be redesigned until after The ride is stiff and bouncy. Ford's new 6.
Stepping into the cabin is more difficult because of the high floor. There are 10 recalls on this
vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot.
See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine
Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System.
Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power
Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide
data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year.
What Owners Say. Engine rebuild or replacement "With about miles on vehicle all injectors,
head gaskets, oil cooler and other major componants on the upper engine block had to be
replaced. Ford has a law suit against contractor but that doesn't help our major out of pocket
expense" Don W. My mechanic isn't sure the fault code in the computer is correct so we're
waining for the light to come on and stay on" Daniel B. Warped rotors" Lynn M. The intake
manifold "coked" up an had to be removed from the engine to clean" David C. Loose exterior
trim or moldings "some of the exterior trim moldings have fallen off" Les C. Accessory belts or
pulleys "This was the first time I've had to replace the serpentine belt and the pulleys. I figured it
was due" Florena C. Finally gave up on having gaskets replaced as they leak again within a few
months" Roger Z. Lemon" Marianne W. This time the unit was under the 2 year Ford parts
warranty and it was installed at no cost" Anonymous, CA Ford F 6. Battery not hybrid or electric
"Normal battery replacement" Peter D. Antifreeze leaks "Seal under turbo failed. Also very
expensive" Roger Z. Rough shifting "Was not shifting properly. Doors or sliding doors "Driver
rear door Jammed won't open" William M. It was repaired several times, but finally needed
replacement" Ferne F. Air or water leaks "Ford dealer employee allowed truck to roll backwards
during alignment service. Trailer " Charles B. Torque converter "replaced torque convertor
when replacing seal" Ronnie H. CD player "It no longer works and has locked CDs inside and
unable to release them. It does this constantly" Don W. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models.
Similar Cars. Chevrolet Silverado Chevrolet Silverado HD. Dodge Ram Ford F GMC Sierra
Toyota Tundra. This score shows whether the model had more or fewer problems overall than
the average model of that year, calculated from the total number of problems reported by
subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. Read Recall Details. What should you do:. Potential Number
of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. AT Show More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls.
Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More
From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital
access to ratings and reviews. Ford 6. The vehicle I own was bought used. The problems it had
when I bought it were minimal, mostly just fixes needed due to wear and tear of the vehicle. I
love the height, how it drives, and the mass amount of space it has not only in the truck bed, but
inside the truck as well. The turning radius is very poor, making it difficult for city driving. The
gas mileage diesel is also poor although probably better in newer models. The towing capacity
is very good, I see no need to get an F although I likely will. I have a long bed which is very
convenient for hauling hay. I'm in love with my super duty, it's got plenty of torque and power to
do anything I've ever needed it to. It's been super reliable. Other than regular maintenance, and
preventative actions to the motor the trucks been amazing. I couldn't be more happy. It's been a
good means of transportation. It's payed off. No major dents or problems. Like the comfort. Like
the room. Do not like the fuel economy. Like the towing capacity and cargo capacity. I like the
towing capabilities of the truck. I like the styling of the truck. I dislike the miles per gallon. Older
vehicle and parts are starting to fail on it. Other than that, it's been very reliable and an efficient
work truck. This is the best truck I have ever owned in terms of performance and reliability. It is

a XL model so creature comforts are at a minimum. The truck tows and halls every day and the
6. This truck is very easy to work on but if you take care of it the truck will last forever. I plan to
have it the rest of my life. Fuel mileage is around 18 mpg My only complaint is the XL model
does not have cruise control. The problems I have had are normal wear and tear on my truck
Mine is 6. Engine has , miles. The body and interior are tip top shape. The seats are saddle
leather and hold up really well. The room is expensive. Lots of leg and arm room. This truck has
more power than anyone could ever need. I have an 8 inch lift kit and 38 inch tires but rides any
other care of the road. The bigger frame in the front is what I looked for when I was buying this
vehicle. I recommend trying to get a diesel if you can. I could not find one that was not overly
priced for the miles that it had on it. These fords are made to last. I really love my truck. We
have owned it for about 11 years. And have not had any major problems with it. It is very
comfortable to travel in. My truck is older and has over , miles on it and I still love it. It runs
great and I have minimal issues with it! My '04 6. Unlike most, only issues have been
maintenance issues as it's older. Passenger side Injectors got done last year, all new glow
plugs, oil leak fixed. AC compressor went out this summer, easy fix. Love the smooth ride for
the year. Easy to handle in all terrains. It has proved to be very reliable in towing horses, and
equipment. I love my truck runs great I drive it everyday I use it at work to haul equipment and I
use it after work for personal use. I initially had to spend a lot of money on the vehicle which I
knew from market research before the purchase. After the initial purchase and work was done I
would now trust to take this truck anywhere in the country on a whim. Runs well and I haven't
had any trouble out of it so far. There are 6 lockable compartments on the back of the truck and
a bench, leather front seat. The only bad thing is it doesn't handle bumpy roads well. It looks
good and runs good. I have had very little work done on it. It is dependable. Good truck overall;
but due to Northern Rust worm, crappy brake system and ridiculously feeble tailgate, we need
to replace our sooner than later. I can honestly say that I have had only a few issues with my
truck. The third spark plug came out and it only cost me That included the spark plug and the
tool I needs. I have replaced the air censors and a starter solenoid. My truck has , miles! If I ever
need to get a newer truck it will be another ford! Our Ford f super duty is tough. Their slogan.
Built Ford tough. Is the truth. Our truck can pull a trailer with a backhoe on it, up a steep incline
with full power. There is no lag! It is so roomy, we can sleep comfortably with our legs stretched
out, my husband in the front and me in the cab lying down. Now, the only dislike I have, is that
there is no 4 wheel drive. And we enjoy off-roading. But simply put, this truck was made for
hauling'! And hauling' without stalling', is what this Ford f super duty does. This thing is a tank.
I have the v8 not the v10 and it does not get great mileage but it can pull a trailer with a skid
steer on it no problem with a gas engine. It is old enough to still do some work on, I change my
own oil do ball joints and fuel pumps without needing a degree in computer science. I don't any
issues with this beast of a truck. It is rather large but easy to handle. Comfortable to ride in, with
a lot of legroom front and back. My passengers don't even bump elbows. I am a country girl so I
love my trucks. It has the power to pull whatever it needs to. Go mudding and just flip the 4x4
switch and you're ready to play. Take it through the carwash and your ready to drive it to
church. Love my truck. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me. Owner
Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Performance Reviews.
Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Reliability Reviews. King Ranch. Search by keyword. Most
Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Justin E wrote on December 12, Elsie M
wrote on November 7, Karen J wrote on October 6, Logan P wrote on September 28, Robert C
wrote on August 19, Roger Y wrote on December 31, Jacob S wrote on November 7, J F wrote
on November 7, Bill B wrote on September 19, Joe W wrote on September 19, Tyler R wrote on
September 19, Marilyn B wrote on November 22, Elizabeth A wrote on November 22, Brittany D
wrote on November 22, Marissa B wrote on November 22, Aaron D wrote on November 22,
Chase T wrote on November 22, Leslie S wrote on November 22, Bronwyn B wrote on November
22, Lorraine C wrote on November 22, Michele A wrote on November 22, Chris W wrote on
November 22, Sherry S wrote on November 22, Continue to Overview. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly

available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Try it free for 14 days. View Full Image. Truckin Magazine how to. How to
Bulletproof a 6. Even with the bad reputation of these engines, we figured the truck could
handle it- it has had regular maintenance, along with a new turbo and a couple EGR coolers. But
a few months into our newfound power, we began to have problems. If you don't already know
about the Super Dutys, replacing many of the troubled components requires raising the cab to
get to a few areas; namely, the HPOP and the head studs. While you can add pretty much any
bolt on in the world to most gas V-8s without reinforcements, most diesels, and specifically 6.
So since we would soon be pulling the cab, which is actually easier than it sounds assuming
you have access to a lift eight body mounts, two radiator hoses, unplugging a whole bunch of
electronics, disconnecting the steering, and a few other odds and ends , we decided to do pretty
much every single thing the pros recommend to help ensure that this cab was not coming back
off for a long, long time. The bulk of the parts came from Bullet Proof Diesel, who have been
making these 6. We also looked to Sinister Diesel for their coolant filter kit as recommended by
Bud's and a host of new factory Ford parts, many of which have had small improvements made
to them and adding to the overall performance of the engine. Taking our time so we could learn
as much as we could along the way, we spent about three days total on the truck from start to
finish. This is definitely not a step by step for all you at home. We would need about 10 more
pages for that. Instead, we went straight into the nitty gritty of things to show you exactly what
is involved to make your 6. We started with new heads, head studs, and head gaskets and
worked our way out. Also, keep in mind that while there's no room to mention it with every step,
there are exact torque specs and new seals for every single component installed or reinstalled.
Spending the day with the skilled techs at Bud's made us realize the importance of taking every
precaution along the way. Thoroughly cleaning and blueprinting, chasing threads, and fixing
loose or bald wires along the way are the reason why when this truck was fired up for the first
time, it was right and ready to roll. Thanks again to the crews at Bud's, Bullet Proof, and
Sinister, for their help and advice along the way. After 2, miles, many of which were off-road,
there were zero problems to report. In fact, we'll let you know right here if and when something
fails on our now-bulletproof 6. Follow along to see just what it takes to rid your Power Stroke of
its bad reputation! This kit makes it possible to remote mount the stock engine oil cooler, which
is normally located down in the valley between the cylinder banks. This makes the
once-daunting task of replacing the oil cooler a simple affair. Most 6. Since our upgrades
required taking the top end down to the heads anyway, we decided to stud the block, using the
complete Head Gasket Install Kit from BulletProof. This kit comes with all the required parts to
replace your head gaskets-most importantly, the ARP head studs. Rounding out the bevy of
BulletProof parts is their Billet Water Pump that includes an upgraded billet housing to replace
the stock plastic unit. Last but not least was the BulletProof FICM fuel injection control module
that features an updated, rugged circuit board and a billet aluminum finned case to better
dissipate heat. Unfortunately, we're showing you the late '04 pump and we needed the early one,
which delayed our start time a couple days. Again, every gasket, seal, and O-ring that came off
was replaced with a new part as well. We had to skip the raising of the cab and teardown due to
space limitations, and it is quite involved, but it was a very straightforward process. Batteries,
wiring harness, radiator hoses and a handful of other items were removed, and the cab was
unbolted and slowly raised up and out of our way. Then the top end of the engine was stripped
down systematically, until the heads could be removed. Here, the block and pistons were all
cleaned up and inspected before we installed our new head studs. Since we were going this far,
we opted to spend the extra money with Bud's for a set of their rebuilt and resurfaced cylinder
heads with a fresh valve job. They were bagged and waiting for us to bolt on! Reassembly
begins with applying some antiseize to each of the ARP studs and threading them into the
block. Studding the block is a great first step in bulletproofing our Power Stroke. The new head

gaskets were then set over the studs. Next, we set the rocker carriers in place over the heads,
and reinstalled the cleaned-up pushrods and rocker assemblies. Bud's crew did comprehensive
diagnostic testing when we brought the truck in, and determined all the injectors to be in good
working order, so they were cleaned up and reused. We dropped the injectors into place, and
were almost ready to button up the valvetrain. The high-pressure oil rails were reinstalled next,
and as always, torqued to spec. We also reinstalled the exhaust manifolds at this time. As soon
as the valve covers were cleaned up, they were reinstalled, too. Moving our bulletproofing
elsewhere on the engine, we removed the oil cooler housing from the engine valley. Now the oil
filter base was removed from the cooler housing and cleaned up. With all the new seals in place,
the filter housing is bolted up to the BulletProof Billet Oil Transfer Block using both new and
existing hardware. With no oil cooler down below, the new assembly was bolted back in place in
the engine valley. We removed the fan assembly and belt and pulleys to access the stock water
pump, which was promptly removed to make room for the BulletProof Billet Pump. Then
everything was put back into place. The previously removed intake manifold was cleaned and
surfaced until it looked brand new. Using all the new seals, the intake manifold assembly was
now bolted into place. These heavy-duty FICMs can be bumped up from 48 volts to 53 or 58
volts, but shown here, we are adjusting them to the stock output. The now-bulletproof FICM was
bolted into place above the left valve cover. At this point, the new HPOP showed up, so we were
finally installing the component that brought us here in the first place. With the new seals in
place, the pump cover is reinstalled and torqued to spec. From here we can begin to route the
oil cooler lines over toward the passenger fender where the cooler will be located. The factory
turbo had been replaced with a rebuilt unit about a year ago, but on inspection, we decided to
do some polishing before we reinstalled it. With the turbo unit looking better than new we
buttoned it back up and reinstalled it on the turbo pedestal. At this point, the cab is dropped
back down and all of the electrical is reconnected. We're in the home stretch now. For the oil
cooler relocation, the stock vacuum reservoir was removed and mounting bracket was installed
using three vibration isolators. A new, compact vacuum reservoir is bolted into a stock hole on
the inner fender. The battery tray and battery were returned to their original location. The filter
base bracket bolts over an existing stud on the core support. The filter lines were then tapped
into the coolant lines as per the instructions. At this point, the filter and cooler lines were
completed, new fluids were added, and a thorough inspection of the engine compartment was
made. With the checklist complete, the truck was fired up! Even before a test drive, the
diagnostic computer was hooked up and the SCT
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2005 gto wheels
tune was reinstalled. We got a clean bill of health, except for a weird hesitation off the line. We
quickly found the culprit, a bald wire on a switch to the transmission, most likely caused by
yours truly climbing all over the chassis to gets shots of the top of the engine. We didn't really
add horsepower although it sure felt like it but now we were more than confident we could use
the available power and maintain reliability for years to come! Sources Buds Diesel. More
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